POEM :

I AM
I am a carefree girl who loves horses.
I wonder if there ever was a horse that could fly.
I hear the stomping of a hundred mustangs on the desert in Arabia.
I see a horse with golden wings soaring into the sunset.
I want to ride swiftly over a green meadow.
I am a carefree girl who loves horses.
[...]
--ELLY TATUM

Now it's your turn to write a poem. Use the following prompts to write it.

I am (two special characteristics you have)
I wonder (something you are actually curious about)
I hear (an imaginary sound)
I see (an imaginary sight)
I want (an actual desire)
I am (the first line of the poem repeated)
A SELECTION OF PUPILS’ POEMS:

I’m a pleasant teenager who likes football.
I wonder if I will be a famous player.
I hear eighty thousand people shouting my name.
I see the stadium full of colourful banners.
I want to play a fabulous match on a wonderful lawn.
I’m a pleasant teenager who likes football.
Maxime C., 4ème D

I am a twelve year-old girl who cares for Nature.
I wonder why the sun is yellow at sunset and pink at sunrise.
I hear the flowers and the trees greet the sunbeams by the sound of tambourines.
I see elves dancing in the beautiful orange field.
I want to go into the dance with butterflies and ladybirds.
I am a twelve year-old girl who cares for Nature.
Hélène N., 4ème A

I am funny and I love parties.
I wonder how it is to be drunk.
I hear a thousand people who are calling me to come and danse.
I see myself on the Cannes red carpet, greeting my fans.
I want to be famous and enter in the Saint Tropez’s VIP room.
I am funny and I love parties.
Alexis P., 4ème

I am a dreamy girl who likes travelling.
I wonder how it would be if we could speak all languages.
I hear people speaking in an imaginary language.
I see the world transforming according to my dream.
I want all my dreams to come true.
I am a dreamy girl who likes travelling.
Stéphanie P. 4ème

